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Unit 24 Dosco Industrial Estate Ollerton Road, Tuxford

01777 322100 info@rotom.co.uk

APPLICABLE SERVICES

RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

PURCHASE
We can purchase this product from
you. Contact us to receive individual
offer

RENTAL OPTION

USED

RENTAL OPTION

USED

RENTAL OPTION

USED

Plastic crate on wheels - 1030x600x980mm

SKU 66VR2202

Plastic crate equipped with 4 swivel wheels with rubber tread. Ideal for
removals to transport larger items with irregular shapes.

TECHNICAL DATA

Material Plastic

Status Used

Inside dimension lenght 950

Inside dimension width 550

Inside dimension height 725

Outside dimension lenght 1030

Outside dimension width 600

Outside dimension height 980

Dynamic load 250

Product used, for rent

Type Industrial palletboxes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Plastic crate on wheels 1030x600x980mm

Plastic crate of very solid construction, equipped with four rubber wheel
sets. All wheels are swivel and thus allow very easy maneuvering of the
crate in a small space. All walls are solid and smooth on the inside -
making it easy to load and at the same time keep the crate clean. Load
capacity is 250kg and the capacity is 400 liters.

Bunking crates
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Thanks to its design and the appropriate location of the wheels, the
crates can be stacked, that is, they can be stacked on top of each other
up to a maximum of 2 pieces (1+1)

Ideal for transportation during a move

This mobile plastic crate is a great solution during removals in offices,
libraries, warehouses or schools for transporting larger items such as
paintings or larger electronic equipment, as well as for items with
irregular shapes.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/plastikowy-pojemnik-gniazdowy-z-palakami-
800x600x500mm-66vr2202
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